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I’m a highly motivated and adaptable software engineer with a strong foundation in
computer science and experience in a variety of programming languages(JavaScript,
Ruby), very confident in my ability to tackle any project and find creative solutions
to complex problems. My passion for technology and desire to continuously learn
and grow make me a valuable asset to any team. In my previous roles, I have excelled
at collaborating with cross-functional teams to deliver high-quality products on
tight deadlines. I am excited to bring my skills and enthusiasm to a dynamic company
where I can make a meaningful impact.

EXPERIENCE
PICAIO, On-Site
Front-End Developer, Dec 2022 – Present
■ Implemented a new responsive design for the company's e-commerce website,

resulting in a 25% increase in mobile conversions.
■ Developed and launched a new feature on the company's web application using

React, resulting in a 20% increase in user engagement as measured by time on
site.

■ Utilized A/B testing to optimize the checkout process on the company's
website, resulting in a 15% increase in completed purchases.

MICROVERSE, Remote
Mentor (Volunteer), May 2022 – Present
■ Proposed improvements to code organization to enhance code quality and

overall performance.
■ Facilitated weekly career development workshops, resulting in a 75% job

placement rate for graduates within 3 months of completing the program.
■ Trained and managed a team of 4 teaching assistants, leading to a 20% increase

in student satisfaction as measured by end-of-program evaluations.

EDUCATION
MICROVERSE, May 2022 - Present
Remote Full Stack Web Development Program, Full Time
■ Spent 1300+ hours mastering algorithms, data structures, and full-stack

development while simultaneously developing projects with Ruby, Rails,
JavaScript, React, and Redux.

■ Developed skills in remote pair-programming using GitHub, industry-standard
Gitflow, and daily standups to communicate and collaborate with international
remote developers.

ACADEMIA DIBUJO PROFESIONAL, June 2001 – July 2004
Technical Degree, Advertising and Design
■ Learned the production process of graphics, illustrations, and multimedia

pieces, from concept to publishing.
■ Learned the basics of Html Website design and ActionScript  Flash.

SKILLS
Front-End: JavaScript,
React, Redux, jQuery,
HTML5, CSS3.
Back-End: Ruby, Rails.
Database: SQL, Postgres.
Tools & Methods: Git,
GitHub, SOLID, Netlify,
Responsive, Agile, RSpec,
TDD, Remote
Pair-Programming,
Teamwork, Mentoring.

PROJECTS

Space App
- Awesome web app to
book rockets and join
selected space missions.
-Done with React and
Redux toolkit.

Budgety
- Useful web app to keep
track of expenses divided
into categories.
-Done with Ruby on Rails
following MVC and
CRUD.

Recipes App
-It will allow you to save
ingredients, keep track of
what you have, create
recipes, and generate a
shopping list based on
what you have.
-Done with RoR, all
CRUD methods.
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